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Event Organizer
European-Canadian Centre for Innovation and Research
The European-Canadian Centre for Innovation and Research (ECCIR) is a non-profit organization that
facilitates innovative collaboration between European and Canadian SMEs, government agencies, and
research institutions. ECCIRʼs funding comes from the Government of Alberta and Alberta Innovates. ECCIR
offers a range of solution-driven services to corporates with international ambitions, including:

- International strategy development
- Matchmaking assistance
- Grant writing support
- Expert advising on key funding opportunities such as the European Unionʼs primary funding program

As the Network Coordinator for the Enterprise Europe Network Canada, ECCIR connects corporations with a
comprehensive partnerships database, brokerage events, and company missions to help turn your
innovative ideas into international commercial successes.

Website: https://eccir.ca/
Social Media: LinkedIn, Facebook
Reference contact: Laura Intemann
E-Mail: info@eccir.ca
City: Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Subscribe to ECCIRʼs monthly newsletter to stay
up-to-date on global partnering opportunities,
funding sources, and events designed to help you
innovate internationally

ECCIR is the Network Coordinator for the Enterprise Europe Network Canada

The Enterprise Europe Network (EEN)
With over 600 partner organizations in more than
60 countries, the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN)
is the worldʼs largest support network for small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with
international ambitions. The European
Commission launched the EEN in 2008 to help
European businesses innovate and grow on an
international scale. The Network connects SMEs
with:

- International Partnerships
- Expert advice for international growth
- Support for business innovation

Website: https://een.ec.europa.eu/ 

EEN Canada
Established in June 2020, the EEN Canada is an
International Network Partner for the EEN. The EEN
Canada offers insight, informational resources, and
access to brokerage events to both European and
Canadian companies, as well as the opportunity to
share proposals and requests through the
Partnership Opportunities Database.

ECCIR coordinates the Canadian consortium of
EEN, which also comprises the EU Chamber of
Commerce in Canada, the EU Chamber of
Commerce in Canada West, NGen, and the Ocean
Technology Council of Nova Scotia.

Website: https://een-canada.ca
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Speaker List

Introduction
1. Britta Baron, President of the European-Canadian Centre for Innovation and Research
2. Dr. Christian Hackl, Managing Director at TUM-Tech GmbH

Part 1: Company Success Stories
3. Michael Allan, CEO of Routeique

German innovation partners:  adiutabyte, MotionMiners GmbH, and Fraunhofer SCAI
4. Vladimir Mravcak, CEO at Atlantis Research Labs

Bavarian innovation partner: Orcan Energy AG

Part 2: Bavaria
5. Veronika Reichl, Deputy Head of Investor Services for Invest in Bavaria
6. Dr. Karin Lobinger, Head of the EU and International Affairsʼ Unit at the Bavarian State Ministry of

Science and the Arts
7. Natalia García Mozo, Head of Unit SME Advisory Services at the Bavarian Research Alliance

(BayFOR) GmbH
8. Dr. Florence Gauzy, Senior Scientific Officer for WKS Bayern-Québec/Alberta/International at the

Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR) GmbH
and Fiona Rumohr, Scientific Officer for WKS Bayern-Québec/Alberta/International at the
Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR) GmbH

Part 3: Resources
9. David Dunkerley, Consul and Senior Trade Commissioner (Head of Office) at the Consulate of

Canada in Munich
10. Dr. Jennifer E. Decker, Consul (Principal Advisor) for the National Research Council of Canada

(NRC) Germany
11. Andrew Bauder, Industrial Technology Advisor, National Research Council - Industrial Research

Assistance Program (NRC-IRAP) lead for Germany
12. Sandra Candie, Director, Industry and Global Partnerships - Entrepreneurial Investments at

Alberta Innovates

Closing
13. Laura Intemann, Project Manager of the European Canadian Centre for Innovation and Research
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1. Canadian Companies

Routeique
Routeique is a logistics and supply chain company that aligns partners to enable data and products to flow
and improve profitability. The so�ware company has expertise in supply chain assisting with everything from
targeted optimization to ushering in a complete digital transformation.
Routeique combines technology and expertise to analyze operation and uncover opportunities through
testing warehouse layouts, picking configurations, and more digitally, before recommending supply chain
solutions.

Website: https://routeique.com/
Reference contact: Michael Allan
Email: mike@routeique.com
City: Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Atlantis Research Labs
Atlantis Research Labs Inc. is a Canadian research and development company focused on aerospace, defense,
and energy. They develop and leverage patented technology to bring innovation to market. Atlantis has been
developing and expanding an international patent portfolio that drives innovation and solution prototyping in
combustion-related technologies. The company focuses on market opportunities for industrial burners and
incinerators in the energy sector and is heavily involved in the development of a unique, jet engine design that
has no moving parts.

Website: http://atlantislabs.ca/
Reference contact: Vladimir Mravcak
Email: contact@atlantiscanada.com
City: Calgary, Alberta, Canada

2. German Partners

adiutaByte
adiutaByte is a spin-off project of the Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing SCAI. This
company offers a dynamic, real-time optimization so�ware for service fleets, including various hard and so�
parameters and restrictions such as employee qualifications or customer preferences. Using a holistic support
system for various planning challenges, the adiutaByte system simply and intuitively involves the planner and
the specialist knowledge in the process while taking over and preparing the eternal comparisons and
evaluations of possibilities.

Website: https://www.adiutabyte.de/
Email: info@adiutabyte.de
City: Sankt Augustin, Germany
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MotionMiners GmbH
MotionMiners GmbH is a spin-off of the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics (IML). Their
technology enables automatic and anonymized analyses of manual work processes to improve efficiency and
ergonomics. With the aim of uncovering hidden optimization potentials anonymously using real process data,
the company offers:

- A holistic analysis of process times and ergonomics
- Time savings through automatic recording & analysis
- Complete anonymization of the collected employee data
- A technical solution without complex integration into the operational IT

Website: https://www.motionminers.com/
Email: hello@motionminers.com
City: Dortmund, Germany

Orcan Energy AG
Orcan Energy AG is a leading European CleanTech company offering products, components, and turnkey
solutions to convert waste heat into CO2-free electrical power. The technology is relevant for the industry,
marine, automotive, power generation, and biogas markets and aims to make the existing energy supply more
efficient and sustainable. The company's equipment uses the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) that operates
without human intervention and generates electricity from a variety of waste heat sources, enabling clients to
harness electricity safely and efficiently, even when operating under partial load.

Website: https://www.orcan-energy.com/en/
Email: info@orcan-energy.com
City: Munich, Germany

The Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific  Computing (SCAI)
The Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing (SCAI) is a partner to industry in the fields of
computational science and optimization, as well as information extraction from large databases.
The institute models and optimizes industrial applications, develops so�ware and services for product design,
process development and production, and offers calculations on high-performance computers.
In the field of machine learning, Fraunhofer SCAI develops new intelligent methods and adapts data analysis
methods to specific use cases. SCAI takes up the knowledge available to users, structures it, and incorporates
it into mathematical or semantic concepts that flow into data-driven models as domain knowledge.
In the business field of bioinformatics, Fraunhofer SCAI offers its customers comprehensive services in the field
of information extraction and in the field of applied chemical informatics.

Website: https://www.scai.fraunhofer.de/
Email: info@scai.fraunhofer.de
City: Sankt Augustin, Germany
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3. Where can I find support for internationalization?

Support in Germany
TUM-Tech GmbH
TUM-Tech GmbH is a leader in demand-driven technology transfer between science and industry. As a
competent service provider and management consultant, TUM-Tech GmbH works for business and the public
sector. TUM-Tech has a wide network of scientific institutions, far beyond TUM. It provides businesses with
access to the outstanding technical and scientific potential of universities such as the Technical University of
Munich (TUM) and other scientific institutions also advise on funding for innovation topics.

Website: https://www.tumtech.de/de/home/
Reference contact: Dr. Christian Hackl
E-Mail: chackl@tumtech.de
City: Munich, Germany

The Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR)
The Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR) promotes Bavaria as a location for science and innovation in the
European Research Area. It advises and supports scientists from Bavarian universities and stakeholders from
industry in the competition for European funding for research, development, and innovation. BayFOR is a
partner organization in the Bavarian Research and Innovation Agency and is funded by the Bavarian State
Ministry of Science and the Arts.

Website: https://www.bayfor.org/en/
Reference Contact: Natalia García Mozo
Email: mozo@bayfor.org
City: Munich and Nuremberg, Germany

The Scientific Coordination Office in BayFOR
The Scientific Coordination Office (WKS) in the Bavarian Research Alliance provides support to researchers and
companies in Bavaria who are interested in collaborating with Alberta, Quebec, and other international
regions. Based on regional and national specifics, the Scientific Coordination Office offers targeted support
from project planning to implementation, including:

- Management of international science and innovation projects
- Scientific, administrative, and financial support for bilateral initiatives from project idea to project

implementation
- Liaison between the different research and innovation players, e. g. science and business missions
- Strategic scientific preparation and management of multilateral large-scale initiatives

Website: https://www.bayfor.org/en/bavarian-expertise/scientific-coordination-office/scientific
-coordination-office.html
Reference contact: Dr. Florence Gauzy
Email: gauzy@bayfor.org
City: Munich, Germany
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The National Research Council of Canada-Germany
As the Government of Canada's largest federal research and development organization, the National Research
Council (NRC) has a mandate to take research from the lab to the marketplace, intersecting in academia,
industry, and government. NRC- Germany is a division of the NRC and is a point of entry for researchers and
businesses in Germany who are interested in research and development collaborations with the NRC, or with
innovative Canadian companies. With 14 research centres covering numerous disciplines and technologies,
the NRC:

- Encourages research excellence
- Engages with the ecosystems that bring together scientific knowledge, innovation support, and

industrial capabilities
- Expands the ways to help companies grow and scale

Website:
https://nrc.canada.ca/en/research-development/nrc-facilities/national-research-council-canada-germany
Reference contact: Dr. Jennifer E. Decker
Email:  jennifer.decker@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
City: Munich, Germany

The Consulate of Canada in Munich
The Consulate of Canada in Munich provides services to Canadians visiting and living in Germany, including:

- General or specific advising regarding Canadian economy, culture, sports, education and more
- Offering information regarding requirements and process of getting Canadian Citizenship
- Providing specific contacts and information in Canada
- Apply and obtain Canadian Visa

Website: https://www.international.gc.ca/country-pays/germany-allemagne/munich.aspx?lang=eng
City: Munich, Germany

The Bavarian State Ministry of Science and the Arts
The Bavarian State Ministry for Science and the Arts in Bavaria is responsible for numerous state institutions in
the fields of science, art, and culture. Bavaria is the largest and oldest state in Germany. Each state in Germany
is responsible for forming and implementing its own policy regarding science and the arts. The Bavarian State
Ministry of Science and the Arts is responsible for all Bavarian universities, universities of applied sciences, art
colleges, art, and culture as well as university and non-university research institutions in Bavaria.

Website: https://www.stmwk.bayern.de/
City: Munich, Germany

ZIM- The Central Innovation Programme (Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand)
The Central Innovation Programme (ZIM) for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is a funding
programme of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action that aims to foster the innovative
capacity of SMEs. ZIM funds innovative companies with business operations in Germany that want to develop
new or significantly improve existing products, processes, or technical services. Public and private non-profit
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research and technology organisations acting as a cooperation partner of an SME are also eligible for ZIM
funding. The program is open to all sectors and fields of technology.

Website: https://www.zim.de/ZIM/Navigation/DE/Meta/Englisch/englisch.html

DAAD- The German Academic Exchange Service (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst)
The DAAD is the worldʼs largest funding organisation for the international exchange of students and
researchers. Its activities go far beyond simply awarding grants and scholarships. The DAAD supports the
internationalisation of German universities, promotes German studies and the German language abroad,
assists developing countries in establishing effective universities, and advises decision makers on matters of
culture, education, and development policy. The DAAD supports international partnerships through several
funding programs aimed at fostering higher education institutional collaboration. 

Website:https://www.daad.de/en/information-services-for-higher-education-institutions/further-information-
on-daad-programmes/?category=coop-country&tag=38 

Support in Canada
The Alberta Ministry of Jobs, Economy and Innovation
Leading efforts to grow Albertaʼs economy by supporting Albertaʼs entrepreneurs and job creators, attracting
investment, growing trade, strengthening Albertaʼs key sectors and ensuring Alberta has an innovative and
competitive business environment by:

- Overseeing the implementation of Albertaʼs Recovery Plan
- Supporting Alberta entrepreneurs, businesses, and communities to drive growth and job creation
- Attracting, retaining, and expanding investment in Alberta
- Optimizing Albertaʼs innovation system to support economic growth
- Creating the conditions for growth and diversification of Albertaʼs primary and emerging industries

Website: https://www.alberta.ca/jobs-economy-and-innovation.aspx
Reference contact: Svenja Chenikel
Email: svenja.chenikel@gov.ab.ca
City: Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

State of Bavaria Montreal Office
The State of Bavaria Office in Montreal supports the exchanges between Bavaria and Quebec (Canada) on
various levels. As the main coordinator, the State of Bavaria Office in Montreal initiates cooperation projects
and establishes professional contacts in the fields of politics and public service, economy and technology,
public security and justice, science, research, education, employment, social affairs, environment, health, and
agriculture. The proximity between Bavaria and Quebec helps explain the remarkable friendship ties that have
grown between the two regions since 1989.  The cooperation between Bavaria and Quebec offers an ideal
framework for companies to benefit from the CETA agreement, as Canada offers excellent potential for our
export-oriented small and medium-sized enterprises (“Mittelstand”).
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Website: http://www.bayern.ca/en
Reference contact: Mr. Frédéric Arsenault
Email: frederic.arsenault@bayern.ca
City: Montréal, Quebec, Canada

InvestAlberta
The InvestAlberta Corporation (IAC) works directly with investors globally to start up or scale up in Alberta,
Canada. With offices in Calgary, Edmonton, along with 11 international offices located in key markets around
the world, IAC connects industry, government partners, and economic development organizations and offers
seamless services that make it easy for investment to flow into the province. Established as a crown
corporation of the Government of Alberta, Invest Alberta promotes Alberta as an investment destination of
choice to investors internationally and attracts high-value and high-impact investments to Alberta, Canada.

Website: https://investalberta.ca/
E-Mail: info@investalberta.ca
City: Calgary, Alberta, Canada

NRC-IRAP
The National Research Council of Canada Industrial Research Assistance Program (NRC-IRAP) is Canada's
leading innovation assistance program for small and medium-sized businesses. IRAP is a funding program
designed by the Canadian government to increase innovation and speed of research and development
projects.
NRC-IRAP helps innovative small or medium-sized businesses in Canada to build innovation capacity and take
ideas to market through financial assistance, advisory services, and connections to the best business and R&D
expertise in Canada.

Website:https://nrc.canada.ca/en/support-technology-innovation/financial-support-technology-innovation-th
rough-nrc-irap 
Reference contact: Mr. Andrew Bauder (Contact info@eccir.ca for Andrewʼs email address)

4. Bavaria

Bavaria is Germanyʼs largest federal state with a strong
economic sector and a leading region in Europe:

- GDP (2020) €610 bn.
- GDP growth (2000 – 2020) 70%
- Unemployment rate (09/2021) 2.9%
- Patent registrations: 12.993 / 30,8%
- 97 of Germanyʼs 457 acknowledged world market leaders

are based in Bavaria with joint revenues of €401 bn.
- 37 of the worldʼs 50 most innovative companies have a

subsidiary in Bavaria
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Bavaria is home to major industrial enterprises and industries such as the automotive industry, machinery,
and electronics. Several leading international tech companies such as Google, Huawei, or Fujitsu have settled
in Munich. The world-renowned R&D institutes, Fraunhofer Society, and the research centre DLR are located in
Bavaria. Application-oriented universities such as the OTH Regensburg and the Technical University of Munich
are breeding grounds for talent and innovation. Furthermore, successful start-ups have become known on the
national and international market.

Key features of Bavariaʼs current innovation strategy for 2021 till 2027:

Canada in Bavaria

Bavaria has become an interesting region for more than 100 Canadian companies. It is a growing community
with about 3,000 Canadian citizens living in Bavaria:

- The Consulate of Canada is located in Munich
- The Canadian provinces Ontario and Québec have representative offices in Bavaria
- The National Research Council Canada- Germany located in Munich
- Scientific cooperation Bavaria-Québec is embedded in the Bavarian Research Alliance

Beyond offering an excellent state-of-the-art public administration, strong entrepreneurship, forward-looking
innovation, and a hospitable environment for start-ups, Bavaria also scores with a good work-life balance and
many local recreation areas.
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Bavarian culture

Regensburger Domspatzen- Choir
The Bavarian city of Regensburg has had the famous boys' choir Domspatzen (cathedral sparrows) at its
Roman Catholic cathedral since 975. St. Wolfgang, the Bishop of Regensburg, founded a special cathedral
school with particular emphasis on musical training, to sing at the services in St. Peterʼs Cathedral. The choirʻs
repertoire comprises the whole range of European music, including Gregorian chant and vocal music of the
16th century, the Baroque, the Classical and Romantic epochs, and extending to folk songs and music of the
20th century. Although the “Domspatzen” are traveling all over the world to give concerts, their main task is to
sing in St. Peterʼs Cathedral every Sunday and at feasts like Easter or Christmas.

Weißwurst breakfast
A traditional Weißwurst breakfast (Frühschoppen) traditionally takes place on Sundays and holidays with
Bavarian wheat beer. It is consumed in the morning before the ringing of the church bells at twelve o'clock (old
folk wisdom). Unlike many other sausages, the Weisswurst is white to gray in color. This is because it is
seasoned only with table salt. Inside, an original white sausage is filled with spices, minced veal, pork, and
bacon. The Weisswurst is sucked out ("gezuzelt") or cut open lengthwise.

Oktoberfest
The Oktoberfest is the world's largest Volksfest, with more than six million people each year, featuring a beer
festival and a traveling funfair. It is held annually in Munich, Bavaria, Germany. The festival originated on
October 12 in 1810, in celebration of the marriage of the crown prince of Bavaria.
The beer that is served at the Oktoberfest comes from famous Munich breweries, such as Paulaner and
Augustiner. The breweries are represented in parades that feature beer wagons and floats along with people in
folk costumes (Dirndl and Lederhose). Other entertainment includes games, amusement rides, music, and
dancing.

Music
In addition to a rich history and important cultural works in art and literature, music plays a major role in the
overall picture of Bavaria.

Anyone who has already experienced parades or folk festivals in Bavaria is bound to have been carried away by
the brass instruments such as the trumpet or flugelhorn resounding through the streets, while the drums
echo. Lower Franconia, Middle Franconia, and Upper Franconia in particular show their attachment to
Bavariaʼs folk instruments with the joint Forschungsstelle für Fränkische Volksmusik (Research Centre for
Franconian Folk Music).

In the Bavarian alpine area, on the other hand, parlour music is the usual harmonious accompaniment.
Originally, the line-up consisted exclusively of stringed instruments and served as background music to create
the ambience. Outside the parlour, the alphorn enjoys great popularity in the Bavarian Alps. The horns, some
of which are several metres long, are usually painted with folkloric motifs and are o�en accompanied by
yodelling. Listen here.

The complete opposite of the quiet parlour is the Oktoberfest in Upper Bavaria, when the music is allowed to
drown out almost any conversation, then dance music is the order of the day. As the name suggests, it is used
for ceremonial occasions such as weddings, birthdays, or other celebrations, and all the Bavarian instruments,
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wind instruments are predominantly used to encourage dancing and clapping. The Styrian harmonica was
able to assert itself here as well due to its powerful and floating sound.

You can read the full article here: “Bavarian Musical Instruments: With Traditional Melody throughout the
State,” by Julian Hechler,  Invest in Bavaria, 22 Feb. 2021.

Additional reading

Visit Invest in Bavariaʼs “Bavarian Way of Life” blog to discover Bavariaʼs cultural landscape.

Subscribe to ECCIRʼs monthly newsletter to stay up-to-date on our upcoming
“International Innovation Masterclass” webinars.
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This document is the property of the European-Canadian Centre for Innovation and Research (ECCIR). No
material may be used, distributed, or reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written consent of

ECCIR. All rights reserved.
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